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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
06/17/15  

Down initially but a recovery possible later in the session  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -2.40, SILVER -2.00, PLATINUM -3.70  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,178.50 -$3.60 from prior AM FIX LME Copper Stocks 
318,100 tons -500 tons Shanghai copper stocks -10,567 tons to 134,816 tons  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were mostly higher during the overnight and initial 
morning hours, despite lingering Greek debt concerns and ahead of this afternoon's FOMC meeting decision. The 
Japanese Nikkei slipped into a new five-day low overnight, with a measure of uncertainty ahead of today's Fed 
meeting decision. However, trade figures showing a smaller than forecast deficit supported risk-taking sentiment. 
China's Shanghai Composite slipped into a new a 2-week low overnight but managed to reverse course and close 
up better than 1.5%, aided by strength in banking shares. Equity market trade across Europe was mixed to 
marginally lower, with sentiment under strain over Greece ahead of tomorrow's Euro group meeting. Of support to 
European shares was data showing an uptick in UK wages and an upwardly revised German growth outlook from 
a German think tank. US equity markets extended yesterday's gain helped by a by fresh M&A activity and 
optimism that today's FOMC meeting will come with an upwardly revised growth outlook.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
The bull camp has to come away from the overnight action somewhat discouraged as the gold market hasn't been 
to rise in sync with crude oil and grains and it also hasn't shown any benefit from an uptick in safe haven 
sentiment following threats of a Greek exit. However, that situation is still evolving into Thursday's Euro group 
meeting and rhetoric is expected to increase in intensity as a deal is hashed out. Suggestions from the Greek 
central bank that a Greek exit would lead to an uncontrollable crisis for Greece would seem to increase the odds 
of a deal but only after Greece has exhausted its efforts to secure the best deal possible. In other words Greece 
will ultimately relent but apparently they plan to press until the 11th hour. With the conclusion of a two-day FOMC 
meeting later in today's session and the trade anticipating a September rate hike, the bull camp in gold probably 
needs to see the Fed express some concern for uneven growth and international headwinds. Another issue 
favoring the bear camp today is fear that a delayed monsoon in India is expected to dent gold demand from rural 
famers if their crops are reduced due to a lack of seasonal rain. After watching the action in gold over the last 
week we conclude that safe haven interest is not a primary bull theme and for gold to respect $1,175 support and 
grind higher probably requires a noted slide in the Dollar and hope that the global economy will get around the 
Euro crisis soon.  
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PLATINUM  
The PGM sector remains on the defensive as prices continued to forge lower lows on the charts. Of the two 
markets palladium looks to be in worse shape as it has already fallen more than $44 this month (5.7% lower) and 
punctuated its slide with an outside-day down to the lowest close for the second quarter. While the Dollar remains 
in close proximity to its recent lows, any benefit for the PGM's from the Dollar action was more than offset by 
sluggish gold and silver prices. Unless there is a dramatic change in the Dollar's trajectory coming out of today's 
FOMC meeting, global sentiment toward physical commodities improves and or there is some distinctly positive 
gold price action, platinum and palladium may be looking at further downside just ahead.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
August gold put up a bullish outside-day reversal earlier this week but has lost its bid over the last 36 hours. 
However, given the FOMC meeting decision later today the bull camp clearly needs some hint that the Fed isn't 
likely to hike rates in September. Unfortunately we see no reason why the Fed would tip its hand as US data 
appears to be improving but it has also remained uneven and until the Greece crisis is solved, one has to think 
the Fed will be content to remain on the sidelines. However, the gold and silver markets feel vulnerable and we 
suspect that metals sentiment will react negatively to any recognition from Yellen, that a recovery is unfolding. 
Therefore we suspect at least a temporary violation of $1,175 in August gold today and a temporary slide below 
$15.89 in September silver. Ultimately we think players can buy the break in metals into and through the Fed 
statements later today.  

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
06/17/15  
Temporary recovery action possible off hope for Fed lift  

 

GENERAL: Another range-down extension in September copper has fostered 
fresh chart damage and that leaves the bear camp firmly in control. Apparently, 
talk of labor problems in Chile and a rapidly expanding net spec short 
positioning has not begun to discourage sellers just yet. However, the Chilean 
strike was settled on Tuesday and the copper short is probably not near a 
record high territory yet. Declining exchange stocks levels just haven't been a 
source of support to the market, as the trade continues to blame slack Chinese copper demand views for the 
weakness in copper prices. With the Shanghai Composite reversing a significant early loss and closing higher 
overnight and copper prices mirroring that action, we suspect that a modest recovery attempt might be ahead for 
copper today especially if the Fed fails to provide definitive September rate hike fuel.  
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MARKET IDEAS: 
While a slide down to the late-March spike low at $2.5575 may be off the table for now, the $2.6000 level would 
seem to be a likely target in the coming sessions. With a lack of Chinese economic data due out this week, the 
copper bulls need some help from the Fed but we aren't sure that the trade will be able to definitively thrown off 
the entrenched downtrend pattern. Down-trend channel resistance is seen up at $2.7100 but a closer-in pivot 
point is seen up at $2.6470.  
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